
Cellular Engineering Technologies Inc. (CET) 
is a biotechnology company that manufactures and 
offers non-controversial human stem cell products 
and services.  CET’s stem cell products have been 
sold around the globe and used by academia, industry, 
non-profits and government laboratories for more than a 
decade.  CET has published studies that describe the first 
time in which induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) were 
produced without virus and oncogenes (cancer genes).  
This capabilities provides broad applications in drug 
development, personalized medicine and regenerative 
medicine.  CET is now launching a personalized iPSC 
biobanking service for the consumer.  CET has 
established a joint venture with the John Paul II Medical 
Research Institute (www.jp2mri.org) to form this 
private iPSC bio-bank.
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iPSC is a specialized adult stem cell that has the 
diversity of an embryonic-like stem cell without 
the need for using a human embryo.   A cell 
derived from a patient is genetically reprogrammed 
into an iPSC, which can subsequently be 
transformed into every specific cell of the body 
(i.e. heart, brain, liver, lung, spinal cord, 
insulin-producing cells, kidney, etc).  iPSC were 
first discovered in 2006 by Nobel Laureate, Dr. Shinya
Yamanaka.  Since its initial introduction, institutions 
are advancing clinical trials with iPSC (heart disease, 
Parkinson’s disease, macular degeneration and cancer).  
iPSC are also routinely used as tools to decrease the cost,
time and high failure rate of drug development.

What is an iPSC?



What is the Difference Between Cord Blood Banking 
and iPSC Banking?

While private cord blood banking has been around 
for decades, it has limitations.
A. Cord blood stem cells can only transform into 
blood cells, while iPSC can transform into all 
specialized cells.
B. There are not enough stem cells in cord blood 
to treat a patient over 90 lbs., while iPSC can grow 
into the billions and treat adults.
C. Bone marrow transplant centers will rarely use privately banked cord blood for autologous cell therapy 
in children, while autologous iPSC-based therapy is currently pursued in adult clinical trials.
D. Cord blood banking is limited to newborns, while iPSC can be produced in a wider age range. CET only
offers iPSC banking for clients under the age of 40.
E. iPSC can provide personalized medicine solutions, while cord blood cannot.

How Does CET’s iPSC Technology Differ from Other 
iPSC Technologies Used by Other Companies?

iPSCs are commonly produced by the introduction of several genes, which includes oncogenes or 
cancer-forming genes. The use of oncogenes in the manufacturing process increases the risk of introducing 
tumors. CET’s iPSC technology is the only manufacturing process that has eliminated oncogenes to reduce 
the risk of causing tumors.

What is CET’s Process for Banking an iPSC for Clients?
CET will work with a client to obtain a small tissue 
sample.  The most convenient tissue sample is to 
obtain a small blood sample (5-10 milliliters).  A 
blood kit will be shipped to the client and mailed 
back to our facility. A consent form and medical 
information is required.  Specific blood cells are 
genetically reprogrammed into iPSC – a process that 
takes 2 months.  Private banked cord blood can also
be used.  Patient samples are bar coded and then 
cryo-stored indefinitely.  Patient samples are secured 
and the client’s information is kept private and not 
shared with third parties.  For details on the process, 
visit CET’s website at www.celleng-tech.com. 
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